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Bernstein's classical theorem states that for a polynomial P of degree at most n,
< X . < <  . <max P z F n max P z . We give related results for polynomials P< z <s1 < z <s1
X . Y . my1. .  .satisfying the conditions P 0 s P 0 s ??? s P 0 s 0 and P z / 0 for
< < pz - K, where K G 1. We give L inequalities valid for 0 F p F `. Q 1998 Aca-
demic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY
Let P be the linear space of all polynomials over the complex field ofn
degree less than or equal to n. For P g P , definen
1 2p iu5 5P s exp log P e du , .0 H /2p 0
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and
5 5P s max P z . .`
< <z s1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5qNotice that P s lim P and P s lim P . For 1 F p F0 p ` ppª 0 pª`
5 5  5 5 .`, ? is a norm and therefore P is a normed linear space under ? .p pn
5 5However, for 0 F p - 1, ? does not satisfy the triangle inequality and isp
 w xtherefore not a norm this follows from Minkowski's inequality}see 10
.for details .
Bernstein's well known result relating the supremum norm of a polyno-
5 X 5 5 5 w xmial and its derivative states that if P g P then P F n P 2 . This` `n
 . ninequality reduces to equality if and only if P z s a z for some complex
w xconstant a . Erdos conjectured and Lax proved 6 :È
 . < <THEOREM 1.1. If P g P and P z / 0 for z - 1, thenn
n
X5 5 5 5P F P .` `2
w xMalik generalized Theorem 1.1 and proved 7 :
 . < <THEOREM 1.2. If P g P and P z / 0 for z - K where K G 1, thenn
n
X5 5 5 5P F P .` `1 q K
Of course, Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 1.2 when K s 1. Chan
w x  .and Malik 3 introduced the class of polynomials of the form P z s a q0
n a z¨. We denote the linear space of all such polynomials as P .¨sm ¨ n, m
w xNotice that P s P . Chan and Malik presented the following result 3 :n, 1 n
 . < <THEOREM 1.3. If P g P and P z / 0 for z - K where K G 1, thenn, m
n
X5 5 5 5P F P .` `m1 q K
Qazi, independently of Chan and Malik, presented the following result
w xwhich includes Theorem 1.3 8 :
 . n ¨  .THEOREM 1.4. If P z s a q  a z g P and P z / 0 for0 ¨sm ¨ n, m
< <z - K where K G 1, then
n
X5 5 5 5P F P ,` `1 q s0
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where
< < my 1 < <m a K q n am 0mq1s s K .0 mq1 /< < < <n a q m a K0 m
< < m < <  w xSince m a K F n a , Theorem 1.4 implies Theorem 1.3 see 8 form 0
.details .
w x p w xZygmund 11 extended Bernstein's result to L norms. DeBruijn 4
extended Theorem 1.1 to L p norms by showing:
 . < <THEOREM 1.5. If P g P and P z / 0 for z - 1, then for 1 F p F `n
n
X5 5 5 5P F P .p p5 51 q z p
Of course, Theorem 1.5 reduces to Theorem 1.1 with p s `. Rahman
w xand Schmeisser 9 proved that Theorem 1.5 in fact holds for 0 F p F `.
The purpose of this paper is to show that Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 can be
extended to L p inequalities where 0 F p F `.
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Our main result is:
 . n ¨  .THEOREM 2.1. If P z s a q  a z g P and P z / 0 for0 ¨sm ¨ n, m
< <z - K where K G 1, then for 0 F p F `
n
X5 5 5 5P F P ,p p5 5s q z p0
where s is as gi¨ en in Theorem 1.4.0
With p s `, Theorem 2.1 reduces to Theorem 1.4. As mentioned in
Section 1, we can deduce:
 . < <COROLLARY 2.2. If P g P and P z / 0 for z - K where K G 1,n, m
then for 0 F p F `
n
X5 5 5 5P F P .p pm5 5K q z p
With p s `, Corollary 2.2 reduces to Theorem 1.3.
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Of special interest, is the fact that Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 hold
for L p norms for all 1 F p F `. In particular, we have:
 . < <COROLLARY 2.3. If P g P and P z / 0 for z - K where K G 1,n, m
then for 1 F p F `
n
X5 5 5 5P F P .p pm5 5K q z p
With m s 1, Corollary 2.3 yields an L p version of Theorem 1.2. With
p s `, Corollary 2.3 reduces to Theorem 1.3. With m s 1 and p s `,
Corollary 2.3 reduces to Theorem 1.2. Finally, with m s 1, p s `, and
K s 1, Corollary 2.3 reduces to Theorem 1.1.
3. LEMMAS
We need the following lemmas for the proof of our theorem.
 .LEMMA 3.1. If the polynomial P z of degree n has no roots in the
 . X .  .circular domain C and if z g C then z y z P z q nP z / 0 for z g C.
w xLemma 3.1 is due to Laguerre 5 .
 . nq1  . n ¨DEFINITION 3.2. For g s g , . . . , g g C and P z s  c z ,0 n ¨s0 ¨
define
n
¨L P z s g c z . . g ¨ ¨
¨s0
The operator L is said to be admissible if it preserves one of theg
following properties:
 .  .  < < 4a P z has all its zeros in z g C : z F 1 ,
 .  .  < < 4b P z has all its zeros in z g C : z G 1 .
w xThe proof of Lemma 3.3 was given by Arestov 1 :
 .  .LEMMA 3.3. Let f x s c log x where c is a con¨ex non-decreasing
 .function on R. Then for all P z g P and each admissible operator Ln g
2p 2piu iuf L P e du F f c g , n P e du , .  .  . .H H /g
0 0
 .  < < < <.where c g , n s max g , g .0 n
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w xQazi proved 8 :
 . n ¨ < <LEMMA 3.4. If P z s c q  c z has no zeros in z - K, K G 10 ¨sm ¨
< <then for z s 1
X X XmK P z F s P z F Q z , .  .  .0
n .where Q z s z P 1rz and s is as defined in Theorem 1.4. . 0
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1
 .  . X . < <By Lemma 3.1 we have nP z y z y z P z / 0 for z F 1, z F 1.
Therefore, setting z s yzeyi a, a g R, the operator L defined by
L P z s eia q 1 zPX z y neia p z .  .  .  .
 . p xis admissible and so by Lemma 3.3 with c x s e ,
piudP e . p2p 2pia ia ia p iue q 1 y ine P e du F n P e du .  .  .H Hdu0 0
for p ) 0. Then
p
iu iudP e dP e .  . p2p 2pia iu p iuq e y inP e du F n P e du . .  .H H 5du du0 0
This gives
p
iu iudP e dP e .  .2p 2p ia iuq e y inp e du da .H H  5du du0 0
p2pp iuF 2p n p e du . 4.1 .  .H
0
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Now
p
iu iudP e dP e .  .2p 2p ia iuq e y inP e du da .H H  5du du0 0
ppiu iu iudP e dP e rdu y inP e .  .  .2p 2p ias 1 q e da duH H iu 5du dP e rdu .0 0
ppiu iu iudP e dP e rdu y inP e .  .  .2p 2p ias e q da duH H iudu dP e rdu .0 0
pp Xiu iudP e Q e .  .2p 2p ias e q da duH H X iudu P e .0 0
piudP e .2p 2p pia< <G e q s da du by Lemma 3.4 4.2 .H H 0du0 0
< ia <by the fact that e q r is an increasing function of r for r G 1. Thus
 .  .combining 4.1 and 4.2 we see that
piadP e . p2p 2p 2ppia p iu< <du e q s da F 2p n P e du .H H H0 / /du0 0 0
from which the theorem follows for 0 - p - `. The result holds for p s 0
and p s ` by letting p ª 0q and p ª `, respectively.
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